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ABSTRACT the Drediction i s  desirable, let alone to immove upon the standard 

Consider a communication system in which a filtered and quan- 
tized signal i s  sent over a channel with erasures and (potentially) 
additive noise. Linear MMSE estimation i s  achieved in such a sys- 
tem by Kalman filtering. Allowing any Markov ensure process 
and any Markov-state jump linear signal generation modcl. i t  i s  
shown that the estimation performance at the receiver can be com- 
puted as a deterministic optimization with linear matrix inequality 
(LMI) constraints rather than a pscudorandom simulmion. Further- 
more. in contra1 to the case without erasures, the filtering in the 
transmitter should not necessdy bz MMSE prediction (whiten- 
ing); a procedure i s  givcn to find a locally optimal prefilter. The 
main tools are recent LMI characterizations of asymptotic state 
estimation error covariance and output estimation enor variance 
for discrete-time jump linear systems in which the discrete portion 
of the system state is a Markov chain. As anvther applicativn of 
this framework, a novel analysis and optimization of a “strenm- 
inz” venion of multiplc description coding based on subsampling 
is outlined. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Prediction is  fundamental to source coding. and in particular, pre- 
dictive quantization is  one of the simplest ways to exploit the mem- 
ory of a random process or real-world source i n  lossy source cod- 
ing. Predictive quantization i s  used in almost all practical speech 
coding [ I ] ,  and in most current video coding via motion compen- 
sation.’ However, prediction i s  problematic when there are uncor- 
rectable losses between the encoder and the decoder. In  this case, 
the decoder i s  forccd to “predict“ based on data i t  simply does not 
have. There are many techniques for concealing the errors; see, 
e.g., 131 for B survey of techniques used for video. 

I f  losses are very likely, thcn it may be advantageous to not 
do predictive coding, but rather to allow the decoder to exploit the 
memory of the source in joint source-channel decoding. In fact, 
the difficulty caused by losses in predictive quantization is  an ex- 
ample of the general principle that compression incrcases censitiv- 
ity to channel errors.’ With existing tools. i t  i s  difficult i s  analyze 
the uvcraII performance of predictive quantization with losses, i.e., 
to quantify the effect on mean-squared error (MSE) of the losses. 

encoding. 
In the first stage of this work, we show how to compute-via 

a deterministic optimization with linear mamx inequality (LMI) 
constraints. rather than a pseudorandom simulation-the overall 
performance of a predictive quantization system with losses. This 
computation relies on a framework introduced in L51. The signal 
to be compresscd i s  modeled as an output o f  a jump linear system 
driven by a white noise input. Losses of encoded prediction errors 
can be modeled by any Markov chain. and in fact any linear degn- 
dation can also be included. Thus. this approach has considerable 
gencrality. Two weaknesses should be noted. however: a) we must 
adopt the technically incorrect (but common and useful) stochastic 
model for quantization error whereby the error is  independent of 
the input; and b) we assume a l inea reconstruction at thc dccoder 
even though this may not be MSE minimizing for non-Gaussian 
signals. 

The second stage of  this work provides a methodology for op- 
timizing the “prediction filter” for overall performance. The quotcs 
are to emphasize that the solution may not k an optimal predic- 
tion filter in the conventional sense because it dmes not minimize 
the variance o f  the prediction error sequence; rather. the optimiz- 
ing filter is  the kcy component o f  a type of joint sourceKhannel 
code that intentionally leaves some redundancy in the quantized 
sequence. 

The loss model that we consider allows the possibility o f  a set 
of quantized samples being either al l  received or all  lost, as when 
they are packetized together. We demonstrate the types of systems 
that can be analyzed and optimized by considering a multiplc de- 
scription coding system that put. odd- and even-numbered samples 
in separate strcams of packets as in [6, 71. Notably, the analysis is  
not for the case that nll of one packet stream or the other i s  re- 
ceived. Such an analysis would be difficult without the framework 
presented here 

1.1. Example 

For illustration, consider the encoding o f  a Gaussian first-order 
autoregressive process { s k }  where 

S k  LISk-1 nh 

In  particular. note that the optimal estimates at the decoder are 
given by a &,lman filter, Thus, i t  is difficult to whether with 0 E and the nks  1.i.d. N , random variables. 

(The i l k s  are “hidden,” observed only through the ~1s.) Note that 
the power of  the {sh} sequence i s  given by . Roughly 
speaking, one would rather send the lower-power sequence {m} 

‘For B concise yet detailed history uf predictive quantizntiun. see 121. 
?see, for e~;unp~e. 141 fur a exp,si~ion a mrmombie titie. 
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than the higher-power sequence { s k } .  Thus rather than sending 
quantized samples .?: Q .SI , one cvuld send a quantized se- 
quence n: Q n k  Q sk - m.91-, . The decoder could then 
form the estimate Bk &- ,  n:. A flaw in this approach is  
that quantization crron accumulate. Thus, in practice one fvrms a 
prediction from quantized data and quantizes the prediction error: 

4 k  Q SI - PS-1 (1) 

Br. 0Sk-l q k  ( 2 )  

T h i s  i s  commonly referred to as “putting the quantizer in the loop.’’ 
An  intuitive choice for the prediction gain P is 0 

Losses of quantized prediction errors qr. complicatc the de- 
coding (or estimation) process. If “. i s  missing for some k ,  then 
motivated by E q k  (under reasonable assumptions) one could 
simply set q k  in (2). The approach we take here i s  to model 
the quantization error ur. SI - p S _ ,  - qr as a stochastic 
process with mean zero and known variance (determined by the 
coarseness of the quantizer Q) that i s  independent of (nk}. Then 
the optimal lincar estimate of {SI} i s  computed by a Kalman fil- 
ter. Regadless of the estimation technique, the effect of a loss 
persists in &+I> Baw2, . . ., with a decay determined by 0. Note 
in particular that there is no propagation of error i fP 

Forthis toy problem with a simple source and simple loss pro- 
cess. it i s  intuitive that lowering the prediction gain p increases 
the robustness to loss. Thus, the optimal p must be a decreasing 
function of the loss probability p .  However, there i s  no evident 
way to find optimal 0s without resorting to pseudorandom sim- 
ulations. The computation methodology presented here-which 
applies much more gencrally-gives the performance as a func- 
tion of p and hence allows overall system optimization. In the 
general case. the performance for any given (3 is  given by the re- 
sult of iin eflicicnt numerical optimization involving linear matrix 
inequalities (LMls). 

a. 

. 

2. STATE-SPACE MODELING OF PREDICTIVE 
QUANllZATlON 

2.1. Predictive Quantization Model 

We consider the standard predictive quantization system in Fig- 
ure l(a). The signal to k quantized is denoted s k . In predic- 
tive quantization. the signal J k is typically slowly varying and is 
quantized to a sequence o f  quantized prediction errors q k . The 
prediction errors are the differences, s k - z k , where 7 k i s  a 
predicriori of s k based on past quantized values q k . The pre- 
dicted values y k are generated by a prediction filter. The idea of 
predictive quantization is  to exploit the slowly-varying nature of 
s k to “subtract out” past information through the te rms k and 
reduce the quantizer input variance. 

In this paper. we study the predictive quantization in the pres- 
ence o f  losses. Specifically, the quantized prediction errors are 
sent on a lossy channel. and a decoder attempts tu estimate s k 
from whatever is received. 

2.2. State-Space Modeling 

To analyze the predictivc quantizer, we model the system as a lin- 
ear slate-space system. To this end, we asume that the signal s k 
is a finite-order wide-sense stationary random process. Any such 

channel Hestimatod 

.~~ ................. ~~~~ .............. 
(a) Abstract system model 

nk 

~~~~~~ .............. 
(b) State-space system model 

Fig. 1. Schematic represenfations o f  communication system with 
predictive quantizer. 

signal can be modeled as the output of a state-space system. 

(3) €1, 

where zs k is II model state and n k i s  unit-variance white noise. 
The state-space matrices A , ,  R,,C,,D, depend on the statis- 
tics o f  s k . The abstract sfate space signal model i s  shown in 
Figure 1(b) as H,. 

The quantizer Q in Figure I(a) is modeled as a lineagain with 
additive noise, 

xs k A,x, k Ran k 
s k  C,x, k Dan h: ~ 

where II k represents the quantization error with a scaling factor 
U .  The parameter p i s  the quantizer gain and depends. among other 
things, on the number o f  quantizer bits. Although technically in- 
correct, we wi l l  make the common and useful assumption that the 
quantization emrs  U k can be treated a white noise sequence in- 
dependent ofthe quantizer input [SI. We wi l l  assume U k has unit 
variance, so that u2 is the quantization variance. 

Given the state-space model fo rs  I; and additive white noise 
model for the quantizer, the optimal linear predictor has a well- 
known and standard state-space form, 

where q k i s  the quantized prediction e m r  and L i s  a prrdiclion 
filter guin murrix. The gain matrix L wi l l  he the key parameter 
in the predictive quantizer design and wil l  be discussed in detail 
below. 

2.3. Channel Loses and Decoding 

Having described the predictive quantizer encoder. Ictus now con- 
sider the transmission and decodingfestimation. Referring back to 
Figure I .  the quantized prediction errors 9 k arc sent over a chan- 
nel to the decoder. The decoder must estimate the original signal 
s k from whatever it receives. 
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We will model the channel as a simple erasure channel: each 
sample q k is either received without errors or completely lost. 
Let k denote the channel output. 

F k  { q k  when sample k is not lost; 
when sample k is lost. 

In addition to F k , we will assume that the decoder knows which 
samples are lost. This assumption is natural, for example, with 
either numbered packets or limited jitter. 

q k . In  
this case. the standard predictive quantizer decoder simply rcruns 
the prediction filter (5) .  and thereby reconstructs the linear predic- 
tor state zp k and predictor output F k . The predictor output 
.s k is uscd as the decoded value for the original signal s 6 . This 
reconstruction technique is usually optimal, since the prediction 
filter output Z k is usually designed to be the best estimate of 
s k given the quantized values y k . 

To deal with losses of samples q k at the decoder. one simple 
method is to still use the prediction filter. but with F k as the input, 
instead of q k . Using k inserts zeros for the unknown samples, 
which is reasonable since the prediction errors are typically zero 
mean. Based on the prediction filter (5). the resulting decoder can 
be described by the state-space system 

In the abscnce of losses, the decoder receives k 

- 

where xd k is the decoder state and % k is the decoder's re- 
construction of the original signal s k . Comparing (6) with (5).  
observe that when q k 
:cp k andSd k 

c k (i.e. there we no losses), zd k 
F k  . 

2.4. Markov Erasure Model 

The performance of the decoder depends, ofcoune, on the channel 
losses. In this paper. we model the losses a the result of a finite, 
hidden Markov chain. Specifically. we will assume that there is 
some hidden Markov state 0 k which can take on one of hI val- 
ues. H k E { , . . . ,Ai}. The sample q k is lost when 0 k falls 
into some subset of states I,,,, G { ~. . . , M I .  That is, using the 
notation above, 

c k  { q k when 0 k # 1 1 ~ ~ ~ ;  
when R k E II,,,. 

Let p;j denote the transition probabilities 

pt, p r e k  j l o k  i .  

We will assume that the chain is aperiodic and irreducible, so that 
it admits a unique stationary distribution 

9i P r R k  i .  

The hidden Markov chain model is extremely general and can 
incorporate a wide range of loss processes. Simple examples in- 
clude independent losses, Gilbert-Elliot losses, and fixed-length 
burst losses. 

3. ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION 

3.1. Distortion Estimation 

The key performake measure for any quantization system is thc 
distortion as a function of the bit rate. One of the appealing fca- 
turcs of the state-space modeling described above is that the dis- 
tortion can be estimated through a standard convex programming 
method known as h e a r  niarri.r ineyuulilies (MIS). 

As a measure of the distortion, wc consider the asy:nptotic 
mean squarr error(MSE) between the original signal s k and the 
decoder estimate Fd k , 

The limit here is used to remove transients effects of initial condi- 
tions in either the encoder or decoder. 

To estimate the distortion, dcfine the enor signals 

e,  k z k -zp  k I z k - z d  k 

e,  k s k -;h t 

and define the noise vector k R k U k '. Combining 
equations (3). (4). (5) and (6). er k and e, k can be written as 
the state and output of a time-varying system, 

(8) 
e ,  k A k e , k  B k w k  

e, k Ce, k Dur k 

whereC C, , D D, ,and 

when there is no sample loss and 

when there is a sample loss, 

each state i E { , , . . . , M } ,  let Ai 
Ai 
and D; 

Using the Markov model for the losses described earlier, for 
AI,,, when i E h,,, and 

C 
D for all i .  With these definitions. we can rewrite (8) as 

e,  k 

A,, loss fori  # IiOsa. Define B" similarly. Also, let Ci 

A q k ) e ,  k 'Bn(k)7o k (9) e, k Cs<a,e= k DB,~, 'w Ic . 

The system (9) is an example of a jump linear system. namely, a 
time-varying system whose matrices are determined by a Markov 
parameter. Jump linea systems have been extensively studied. In 
particular, since the distortion D in (7) is simply the mean square 
output of the jump linear system (91, the distortion can be com- 
puted as described in the following theorem. 
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Thenrem 1 ([Y]) Consider rhe predicrivr quanrizrr encoder osd 
decoder orid dra,inrl loss ,rmlel described in Secriori 2. The dis- 
rorrion D in (7)  is given by 

L, 

D Y i  

,=I 

B: P, B; D:D, 

where rhe minimi:mion is over murrices P. 2 
sorisbing rhe couplcd Lyapunov equations 

, i , . . . , M 

The minimization in Theorem I is an example of a linear 
marrix inrqunlirv (LMI) optimization. The decision variables are 
matrices. Pi, and, similx to linear programming, appcar linrarly 
in the constraints and objective functions. However, unlike lin- 
ear prognmming. the constraints are matrix-valued. Nevertheless, 
LMI optimization is convex and can be performed exsily even with 
a large number of variables [ IO ] .  

33. Gain Matrix Optimization 

The previous section described how, given a predictive quantizer 
system and loss model, we can estimate the distortion. Ultimately, 
we wish to optimize the predictive quantizer to minimize this dis- 
tortion. In the predictive encoderldecoder system of Section 2, this 
amounts to selecting the optimal gain matrix L. 

In the standard losslcss predictive encoder. the gain matrix L is 
chosen to minimize the prediction error power E Is k -?  k 1’ . 
As discussed in the introduction, this maximally exploits the re- 
dundancy of the source, but also makes the quantized valucs least 
robust to losses. In thc presence of losses, we wish to optimally 
tradeoff prediction gain and robustness. 

Using Theorem 1, the optimal gain can be found by minimiz- 
ing the distortion D, where the minimization is taken over the ma- 
trices p; and the gain matrix L. The gain matrix appears implicitly 
through the matrices Ai and Bi. Unfortunately, this joint mini- 
miziltion is non-convex. Howcver, as discussed earlier, for a fixed 
L the optimal P,s can be found as an LMI. Similarly. it is easy to 
show that for matrices Pis, the optimal L can also be found by an 
LMI. Such optimization problems are often called bilincar marrix 
irieyunliries or BLMls. While the optimal solution for a BLMI is. 
in genenl, difficult, there is ana tun l  iterative algorithm for finding 
suboptimal solutions: alternatively minimize over the matrices Pc 
and the gain matrix L, performing each minimization as an LMI. 
The altemating procedure will converge to a local minimum, and 
if it is stwed sufficiently close to the global minimum, it will con- 
verge to the global minimum as well 

4. EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE DESCRIFTION CODING 

One interesting extension of the communication model shown in 
Figure I is for (potentially overlapping) subsets of qks  to be as- 
signed to separate “descriptions” of the source, thus making the 
predictive quantizer a multiple description (MD) encoder [I I I. The 
MD coding pwadigm applies to both point-to-point and point-to- 
multipoint communication. 

In the former case, the analysis and optimization framework 
of this paper applies in B straightforward manner when the perfor- 
mance criterion is the overall MSE at the receiver, averaging over 

the reception patterns for the packets of each description. The lat- 
ter case is more interesting. as losses within dcscriptions imply 
that each receiver sees a different sequence of G matrices. As 
long as the loss processes for the packets of each description have 
thc Markov property, the results of this paper give an MSE per- 
formance for each receiver. The vector of MSEs representing the 
steady-state performances of the receivers could then be the sub- 
ject of optimization of the encoder filters. 

5. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

This paper intr luces  a framework for optimization of predictive 
quantization for Markov channels that may erase or linearly de- 
grade quantized prediction errors. The practical application of 
these ideas would be advanced by the invention of an on-line adap- 
tive version. This seems entirely feasible, as the contribution here 
allows concrete numerical computations given a wide variety of 
signal and channel models. 
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